


Abstract
      The book “ Fatawa ibn Nogiem” one of the books of “ Elhanafia 
(Islamic doctrine)”, which include important aspect of Islamic 
“Fiqh (Islamic knowledge)” which is needed for all Muslims, for 
he is mentioned all aspects of fiqh without excluding any part of 
it, narrated in a simplified style. This study aim to define the book, 
how it has been acknowledged, explain its importance, and show 
the great scientific rank of the author, knowing that the book of “ 
Fatawa ibn Nogiem”, it was actually several matters answered by 
him, then his student “ Elimam Eltameratashi” gathered them in 
this book and classified the matters into chapters, according to “ 
Elhanafia” approach.   The study followed the descriptive objective 
and inductive approach. The study reaches several results, the 
importance ones are: the book is formed in questions and answered 
style, briefed answered, Ibn Nojiem proofed his answers depending 
on his own opinion, for that there is no Islamic proofs can be found 
in his book, also in his answers he contradicted some of his previous 
opinions in different previous books, his student Eltameratashi 
made his comments on these contradicted answers and show which 
answer is preferred, even if his comments disagree with Ibn Nojiem 
opinions, Eltameratashi classification of the book follow other 



Islamic scholars approachs, he strated with chapter of “ Eltahara ( 
Purity)”, then chapter of “ prayers” then chapter of “ Elzaka ( Imposed 
Islamic charity)”, and finally concluded with chapter of “ Elfaraid 
( Imposed Islamic instructions)”. Elimam Eltameratashi depended 
on other books of “ Elhanafia” and other Islamic hanafia scholars 
without reference or mentioning other different Islamic dictorine. 
this compared study showed that this book is in conformity with 
Elhanafia dictorine. This study recommend all students specially 
ones who are specialized in “ Fiqh” to renew the old Islamic books 
by making researches on them, specially the books which are not 
researched yet, to serve the Islamic inheritance, and to enrich the 
Islamic library.
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